We found some perfect climbs.
Especially Cape Greco is a super Trad climbing area (full rack needed).
As we didn’t have Information where to go I post the CRAG LOCATIONS.
Anybody going there feel free to ask me for further information.
I would also be happy to receive information in return from those who were there and discovered
new areas.
Georg Pollinger, www.d-on-r.de

(NEW) CRAG LOCATIONS CYPRUS:
Cape Greco:
Do not turn left to the picnic area. Instead go Straight on. There is a dirt road on the right side.
One can follow it until the Crag (height: 8-30m) is reached.
Some routes are marked with a white arrow. Most of these routes follow cracks.
I climbed some routes which were not marked and hammered a small „P“ into the rock.
Some of the routes are face climbs. One goes through the big cave (we called it „Vogelmensch
unter Kanibalen“)and exits right.
The second plateau does not offer good climbing compared to the ground. There is one obvious
route(south/west) with a jammed friend.
On the left side of the paved street there is a small crag (height: 8m) with two bolted lines. We
added two routes. (marked with „P“)
We did the marking to prevent the bolting of these climbs in an effort to make the area a clean
climbing area. Maybe some climbs weren’t first ascents, but at least they won’t be bolted.
There is also the possibility to do some traverses above the sea (west).
->enough for 2-3 days of climbing
SIMYIES picnic site (near Kalo Chorio):
Across the street (left) follow the trail to the right until a shoulder is reached then traverse left
along the rock until what we call the „Black Cave“ is reached. We put up two excellent routes.
One right trough the overhang, I left a piton at the crux section. The other follows the crack on
the right. EXCELLENT CLIMBING.
The fire brigade has a hut on top of the hill to the right. We climbed the 3rd pillar. Climbing is nice
but to short and easy.
->enough for 1 day of climbing

Drouseia:
If you take the road from Polis to Limassol. You turn right to Drouseia. One can see the Rock
blocks from the street. Take the concrete Road to the right and follow it past the ...villa to the
second buttress to the left there are 3 bolted lines on the back side of the rock!!
If you drive to the third block (bird colony in the center) there is a nice new? trad route on the
right side. It is slightly overhanging crack indicated by the word „EULE“ on the rock. While I
climbed it a white owl (=EULE) gave me quite a shock. That’s were the name comes from.
->enough for 1 day of climbing

Ineia:
Take the road down to the coast. There is a buttress on the right side of the street. On the back
side there are a few bolted lines (very easy). On the front side I faceclimbed the right part.
The second climb we did was left of that and follows the crack right of a fig tree. Then traverses
to the left and climbs up the corner (micronut or kniveblade needed).
->enough for 1 day of climbing

Kidasi:
Drive to Kidasi. 800m behind the extreme view cafe there are some excellent bolted routes put
up by the cyprus climbing club. Around! the Rock on the right side there are longer and by far
more routes than on the left side of the street.
->enough for 2-3 days of climbing

